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Apollyon
As the world's thousands of believers gather in Jerusalem for a stadium
rally, the Tribulation Force struggles with their own personal crises.
Newspaper reporter Buck Williams and his wife, Chloe, question
whether or not they should have a child when the future of the world is
so uncertain. Meanwhile, Rayford Steele discovers the shocking truth
about his wife, Amanda. Nicolae Carpathia continues his rise to power,
forcing believers underground. But Nicolae isn't prepared for a plague
of scorpion-like locusts tormenting his followers—with a pain so
horrible that men try to kill themselves but aren't allowed to die. A
repackage of the fifth book in the New York Times best-selling Left
Behind series.

Tribulation Force
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The extraordinary success of the Left Behind series by Tim LaHaye and
Jerry Jenkins shows that their action/adventure novels have tapped into
the American psyche. It has revived our fascination with vivid images
of the book of Revelation and other biblical texts: the Antichrist, the
mysterious number 666, and people suddenly raptured into the sky by
God. But is there something dangerous behind the thinking in these
books and how they play out in our world today? In Left Behind or
Left Befuddled, Gordon Isaac takes the reader inside the theology
behind the series. In clear and accessible prose, Isaac answers many
important questions that Christians have about the phenomenon that
is Left Behind: Is this Vision of the end times really biblical? Why do
people have such a powerful response to it? What are alternative ways
to think about the end times? How do the books view Catholics and
other Christians? What does this Vision of things mean for Israel and
the Jewish people? How can we counter the myths proposed in the
series as fact? Gordon Isaac is the Berkshire Associate Professor of
Advent Christian Studies in the church history department at GordonConwell Theological Seminary in Massachusetts. He is also an
ordained Advent Christian minister who has served a number of
congregations.

Nicolae
The Rising begins a new Left Behind series that will give you a glimpse
into the lives of your favorite characters before the Rapture. Have you
ever wondered what life was like before the Rapture for Rayford, Irene,
and Chloe Steele, Bruce Barnes, Buck Williams, and Tsion Ben Judah?
Plus, see why Viv Ivins plays such a pivotal role in Nicolae
Carpathia’s life. What were the events surrounding Nicolae’s
sudden rise to power? How did he become filled with evil? You will
find all these answers and more in this exciting new series! In The
Rising, Marilena Carpathia has only one dream: to be a mother. So
when a mysterious clairvoyant promises the fulfillment of this dream,
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Marilena does not hesitate. Through genetic engineering and the
power of the prince of darkness himself, Marilena is about to become a
chosen vessel, one who will unknowingly give birth to the greatest evil
the world has ever known. Halfway around the world, God’s plans
are subtly being carried out too. Young Ray Steele is determined to
avoid one day taking over the family business. Instead, Ray sets his
heart on becoming a pilot. Soon Carpathia’s and Steele’s lives will
intersect. And good and evil will clash in an explosion that will shake
the world. The eternal battle for souls has come to earth. The world
hurtles toward the countdown to the Rapture.

Tribulation Force
After millions of people around the world vanish in one moment, in
what many claim to be the Rapture, Rayford Steele begins a search for
the truth amidst global chaos.

The Left Behind Prequels Collection: The Rising / The
Regime / The Rapture
All 12 books in the New York Times bestselling series! Over 63 million
copies sold! Are you ready for the moment of truth? Mass
disappearances Political crisis Economic crisis Worldwide epidemics
Environmental catastrophe Military apocalypse And that’s just the
beginning . . . of the end of the world. “This is the most successful
Christian-fiction series ever.” —Publishers Weekly “Tim LaHaye
and Jerry Jenkins . . . are doing for Christian fiction what John Grisham
did for courtroom thrillers.” —Time “Combines Tom
Clancy–like suspense with touches of romance, high-tech flash, and
biblical references.” —New York Times “Wildly popular—and
highly controversial.” —USA Today “Call it what you like, the Left
Behind series . . . now has a label its creators could have never
predicted: blockbuster success.” —Entertainment Weekly Contains
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the following titles: #1: Left Behind #2: Tribulation Force #3: Nicolae
#4: Soul Harvest #5: Apollyon #6: Assassins #7: The Indwelling #8: The
Mark #9: Desecration #10: The Remnant #11: Armageddon #12:
Glorious Appearing

Left Behind Or Left Befuddled
Nicolae Carpathia has his enemies right where he wants them: massed
at Petra, a million strong. The Trib Force’s aliases and even their safe
houses have been compromised, forcing Rayford, Buck, and all the
members to flee for their lives while trying to maintain their overt
opposition to the Antichrist. All pretense is gone, even on the part of
the Antichrist, as the planet hurtles toward the ultimate showdown
between good and evil. A repackage of the tenth book in the New York
Times best-selling Left Behind series.

The New Brothers Grimm and Their Left Behind Fairy Tales
Pilot Rayford Steele and reporter Buck Williams begin searching for
their loved ones after the global earthquake in the twenty-first month
of the Tribulation.

Revelation Unveiled
Thousands of years of human history stained by strife, death, and sin
come to an end when the King of Glory returns to earth. The satisfying
conclusion of the seven years of tribulation covered by the Left Behind
series portrays the return of Jesus Christ to earth in both glory and
judgment at the height of the battle between the forces of evil gathered
at Armageddon and the remaining Christian believers at Petra and
Jerusalem. A repackage of the twelfth book in the New York Times
best-selling Left Behind series.
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The Indwelling
Three nonbelievers and a pastor search for answers when people
suddenly disappear and three-quarters of the world fall to disease and
natural disaster as a world leader, who might be the Antichrist, comes
to power.

Deceiver's Game
Continues the story of the Tribulation Force at near one-fourth of the
way through their effort to battle evil.

The Regime
"This book is a critical review of the very popular Left Behind series,
plus one of the books in the Left Behind: The Kids series, and the first
book in a new series called Babylon Rising. The New Brothers Grimm
examines the twelve volumes in the original series and one book each
from the spin-off series, relating the story and the theological
arguments of each book and then challenging those arguments.
Ultimately, the author suggests that the theological premises set forth in
the series are at best dubious and at worst theological snake
oil."--BOOK JACKET.

Tribulation Force
The kids prepare for battle with the Antichrist.

Facing the Future
Nicolae High
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Readers discover how temperament affects their work, emotions,
spiritual life, and relationships and learn how to make improvements.

Nicolae
The second prequel traces the rise of the Antichrist and the journey of
the main characters--including Rayford, Chloe, and Buck--toward the
Rapture where the seven-year Tribulation awaits them.

The Rapture
Four Christians left behind after The Rapture join forces to create the
Tribulation Force, fighting the enemies of God left on Earth after threequarters of the world's population has perished amid disease and
natural disaster.

Pursued
This collection includes six soft cover editions of the best-selling Left
Behind series. Left Behind products have sold more than 40,000,000
copies and continue to be a national phenomena.

The Underground
The members of the Tribulation Force face their most dangerous
challenges. Following the assassination of the Antichrist, some are
murder suspects; others test the precarious line between subversion
and being revealed. All over the news, reporters announce that Rayford
Steele is Nicolae Carpathia’s assassin, but Buck soon learns the truth.
The world mourns the loss of a world leader until events at Nicolae’s
funeral bring all mourning to an end. A repackage of the seventh book
in the New York Times best-selling Left Behind series.
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Glorious Appearing
LaHaye and Jenkins' bestselling Left Behind series is now available in a
four-volume Collectors Edition. This volume includes "Soul Harvest,
Apollyon," and "Assassins."

The Illustrated Left Behind
These latest volumes of the hot-selling Left Behind juvenile series
continue the story of four kids left behind after the Rapture. With
themes and events that parallel the adult series, these books carry Left
Behind's important message to the younger generation. In #6 The
Underground, the kids develop The Trib Force News to get the
message out to their classmates.

My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom!
Volume 1
The authors discuss signs of end time events according to biblical
prophecy and provide twenty reasons why they believe the current
generation will witness the end times.

Through the Flames
The "Left Behind" adventures continues with the graphic novel series
for readers ages 12 and older. In this series the goal of the Tribulation
Force is nothing less than standing against the enemies of God during
the seven most-chaotic years the planet has ever seen. Illustrated in full
color. (July)

Rapture's Witness
Rayford Steele and Cameron “Buck” Williams find themselves
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pressed into service for the man they believe could be the Antichrist.
Nicolae Carpathia takes over the United Nations, signs a peace treaty
with Israel, and begins to lure the nations of earth together to form one
global village. As believers band together following the Rapture, their
peaceful world is destroyed again when global war erupts. A repackage
of the New York Times best-selling second book in the Left Behind
series.

Left Behind
The Biblical Foundation for the Best-selling Left Behind Series . . . In
the twinkling of an eye, millions of people across the world vanish,
resulting in highway catastrophes, plane crashes, utility breakdowns,
and more. Chaos reigns. With the stage set, a dictator emerges who
persecutes Christians horribly. But tribulation is about to give way to
incredible joy -- for the return of the King of Kings is at hand. In
Revelation Unveiled, Dr. Tim LaHaye, co-author with Jerry Jenkins of
the best-selling novels Left Behind and Tribulation Force, reveals the
scriptural foundation of this series. Revelation Unveiled explains such
critical topics as: - The rapture of the church - The Return of Christ The Great Tribulation - The Final Battle against Satan and His Hosts The Seven Seals - The Millenial Reign - The Seven Trumpets - The
Seven Bowls of Wrath - The Great White Throne - The Destruction of
Babylon - The New Heaven and New Earth -- Previously titled
Revelation Illustrated and Made Plain, this revised and updated
commentary includes numerous charts. With simple and accessible
language, Revelation Unveiled will help you better understand this
mysterious, final book of the Bible and its implications.

Tribulation Force
After hitting her head particularly hard one day, Duke Claes' daughter,
Katarina, suddenly recalls all the memories of her past life: that of a
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teenage Japanese girl. Just before her untimely death, this girl recalls
playing an otome game that is exactly like the world she's living in now!
She is now Katarina Claes, the antagonist of the otome game, who
nastily hounded the protagonist until the end. Knowing all the possible
outcomes of the game, she realizes that every single possible route ends
with Katarina being murdered or exiled! In order to avoid these
Catastrophic Bad Ends, she has to use her knowledge of the game and
her own wiles, starting with breaking off this engagement with the
prince Will Katarina survive while making her way through this world,
where bad flags trip at every turn? Find out in this reverse-harem romcom, led by everybody's favorite villainess!

Soul Harvest
The members of the Tribulation Force face their most dangerous
challenges. As international fugitives, they struggle to find supplies for
safe houses around the world. In despair over so many lost lives,
Rayford Steele and Buck Williams make plans to dethrone Nicolae
Carpathia and expose him as the Antichrist. Meanwhile, Carpathia has
been busy rebuilding roads, airports, and a cellular/solar satellite phone
system—all designed to help him become the supreme ruler of the
world. Many believers want him stopped, but who will fulfill Scripture
and help bring about the Antichrist's death? A repackage of the sixth
book in the New York Times best-selling Left Behind series.

The Mark
The first four books featuring the young Trib Force, now available in a
value-priced hardcover for collectors and for readers who want a
longer read. Best for ages 10-14 but loved by all ages. Book #2: Pursued
covers books 5-8 with background plots from Tribulation Force.

The Remnant
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This collection bundles all 3 of the blockbuster Left Behind Prequels by
Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins together into one e-book for a great
value! #1: The Rising The Rising begins a new Left Behind series that
will give you a glimpse into the lives of your favorite characters before
the Rapture. Have you ever wondered what life was like before the
Rapture for Rayford, Irene, and Chloe Steele, Bruce Barnes, Buck
Williams, and Tsion Ben Judah? Plus, see why Viv Ivins plays such a
pivotal role in Nicolae Carpathia’s life. What were the events
surrounding Nicolae’s sudden rise to power? How did he become
filled with evil? You will find all these answers and more in this exciting
new series! In The Rising, Marilena Carpathia has only one dream: to
be a mother. So when a mysterious clairvoyant promises the fulfillment
of this dream, Marilena does not hesitate. Through genetic engineering
and the power of the prince of darkness himself, Marilena is about to
become a chosen vessel, one who will unknowingly give birth to the
greatest evil the world has ever known. Halfway around the world,
God’s plans are subtly being carried out too. Young Ray Steele is
determined to avoid one day taking over the family business. Instead,
Ray sets his heart on becoming a pilot. Soon Carpathia’s and
Steele’s lives will intersect. And good and evil will clash in an
explosion that will shake the world. The eternal battle for souls has
come to earth. The world hurtles toward the countdown to the
Rapture. #2: The Regime Dynamic Romanian multimillionaire Nicolae
Carpathia’s sphere of influence steadily grows as he parlays his looks,
charm, charisma, and intellectual brilliance into success in business and
politics. But is it mere coincidence that those who oppose or offend
him suffer to the point of death? Meanwhile, a young Buck Williams
begins his journalistic career. Pilot Rayford Steele gains more
responsibility at work and at home. Scientist Chaim Rosenzweig begins
work on a secret formula that could change the world. All three go
about their daily lives, unaware of each other or of the powerful young
man from Romania. Around the world, the stage is being set for the
cataclysmic event that will change the world forever. #3: The Rapture
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In this the final prequel to the blockbuster series, the story features the
Rapture three-quarters of the way through the book and then follows
characters such as Irene and Raymie (and others) up to heaven, where
they are able to see events in the Tribulation from heaven’s
perspective. The story alternates between events on earth immediately
after the Rapture (covering lots of things the authors wished they could
have covered in the original volumes) and characters in heaven and
how they view the chaotic events on earth.

Tribulation Force
Fiction: The Tribulation Force continues its adventures after the
Rapture as Nicolae Carpathia tightens his grip on world economics
and politics.

Kingdom Come
The "Left Behind" adventures continues with the graphic novel series
for readers ages 12 and older. In this series the goal of the Tribulation
Force is nothing less than standing against the enemies of God during
the seven most-chaotic years the planet has ever seen. Illustrated in full
color. (July)

The Act of Marriage
His Excellency Global Community Potentate Nicolae Carpathia is
back, this time as Satan. Resurrected and indwelt by the devil himself,
the beast tightens his grip as ruler of the world. Terror comes to
believers in Greece as they are among the first to face a GC loyalty
mark application site. The gloves are off, as the forces of good and evil
begin a battle for the very souls of men and women around the globe.
A repackage of the eighth book in the New York Times best-selling
Left Behind series.
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Desecration
2002 Christy Award finalist! His Excellency Global Community
Potentate Nicolae Carpathia, no longer pretending to be a pacifist, has
ordered every Morale Monitor armed as he prepares to travel along the
Via Dolorosa and then onward to the temple, where shocking surprises
await. The lines are drawn between good and evil as God inflicts sores
upon the flesh of those who have taken the mark. Meanwhile His
chosen ones flee to Petra, where they watch anxiously as GC fighter
planes appear overhead and bombs begin to fall. A repackage of the
ninth book in the New York Times best-selling Left Behind series.

Armageddon
After millions of people around the world vanish in one moment,in
what many claim to be the Rapture, Rayford Steele begins a search for
the truth amidst global chaos.

The Vanishings
Judd, Vicki, Ryan, and Lionel must take their newfound faith to the
classrooms of high school, but danger awaits them-- should they obey
the authorities who outlaw carrying Bibles or even talking about God,
or should they risk everything and speak the truth to their friends?
Who can they trust?

Assassins
2004 Christy Award finalist! The scattered Tribulation Force is drawn
toward the Middle East, as are all the armies of the world, when human
history culminates in the battle of the ages. During the last year of the
Great Tribulation, safe houses are no longer safe and the world has
become a powder keg of danger. Except for those already in Petra,
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everyone has been forced to relocate as the Antichrist ratchets up the
pressure in the world's most treacherous game. As the Trib Force waits
for the coming of Christ, Chloe Williams is drawn out of the safe house
to investigate something suspicious. Buck and Tsion travel to
Jerusalem while Nicolae Carpathia orders an attack on the city, and
Rayford becomes seriously injured outside Petra. Who will survive
Armageddon? A repackage of the eleventh book in the New York
Times best-selling Left Behind series.

The Left Behind Collection
In this the final prequel to the blockbuster series, the story features the
Rapture three-quarters of the way through the book and then follows
characters such as Irene and Raymie (and others) up to heaven, where
they are able to see events in the Tribulation from heaven’s
perspective. The story alternates between events on earth immediately
after the Rapture (covering lots of things the authors wished they could
have covered in the original volumes) and characters in heaven and
how they view the chaotic events on earth.

Why You Act the Way You Do
The horrors of the Tribulation are over, and Jesus Christ has set up his
perfect kingdom on earth. Believers all around the world enjoy a newly
perfected relationship with their Lord, and the earth itself is
transformed. Yet evil still lurks in the hearts of the unbelieving. As the
Millennium draws to a close, the final generation of the unrepentant
prepares to mount a new offensive against the Lord Himself—sparking
the final and ultimate conflict from which only one side will emerge the
eternal victor.

The Left Behind Gift Collection
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Four former Christian teenagers find themselves alone and afraid
following the Rapture when God spirits His followers away to Heaven.

The Rising
"Judd and Lionel narrowly escape with their lives in a harrowing rescue
attempt in an apartment fire set by a murderer."--Back cover.

Are We Living in the End Times?
A book for married couples, from newlyweds to those married for fifty
years or more, advice on how to maintain a healthy sex life.
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